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Sif Giheregu

Sif Giheregu is a survivor and experienced warrior of the NMX and is now crashlanded in the UX-27
system. She holds the rank of Master Overseer within the army. Her career is known to be dramatic, with
only war and death that marked her mental state to be known as the Reaper.

Played by Rawolfe.

Sif Giheregu

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: 11 (born on YE 31)

Height: 151 cm
Weight: 47 kg

Organization: NMX
Occupation: NMX Commander

Rank:
Master Overseer

Current Placement: UX-27 System

Physical Description

Sif is tank-bred and is in her appearance to her fellow Nekovalkyrja quite the same in build and shape.
Her height is 151 cm and the last medical records about Sif state that she weighs about 47 kg. She has
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short blond hair with the hair tips purple in color. Her skin is pale that adds up to her light blue eyes. She
has a few scars on her body from either her experience in the wars or from being disciplined.

You would never see Sif with any kind of make-up, it is that kind of touch of feminist that she never was
learned, neither were her fellow sisters that were all bred for war. During her time in war she had the
NMX Officer Uniform (Type 31) but currently only has the NMX Type 31 Field Uniform and NMX Navy
Jumpsuit (Type 33).

NMX/Yamataigo (邪馬台語) Voice
Trade (language) Voice

Personality

Sif is very loyal towards her creators and naturally driven to strive for victory, her life has seen the
horrors of what one could handle. But in her opinion, it shaped her, it formed her to the person she is
right now. Sif is considered ruthless and cold in both her way of talk and actions. In the field, she has
earned her nickname, Reaper, with the glory by right in combat. But her methods of extracting
information were an additional add on her nickname.

Like most of her sisters, Sif's motivation to serve her creators is to help unify the universe, to protect her
fellow Neko and to prove herself to earn a better life. Sif is known to be stubborn, but ever turned her
back on her creators, she sees their expansion and control as the true and only way. But the last few
wars made her reconsider the position her people were in.

History

Created in YE 31 at one of the Mass Cloning Facility, Type 30 to be serving as the second batch of new
NMX Nekovalkyrja troops, Sif was trained to be a NMX Heavy Armor Operator, able to control and operate
tanks or other large armor vehicles, including armored tactics and strategy. Sif was immediately after her
short training sent to her assignment the NMX-The Ire Infestation an NMX Escort/Destroyer.

In the beginning, Sif was naive, was thinking that she had the rights to speak up. But the Mishhuvurthyar
disciplined her correctly by lashing her until she was beaten to obedience. After that, she did whatever
her creators asked of her which slowly turned her into a favorable position as she gained ranked and
quickly rose to Master Fighter within those years of service. Notable on her service record is how she was
part of the ambush of Task Force Torch in YE 33 that got her to the rank of Master Fighter. She became
ruthless and was responsible for killing countless of NMX Nekovalkyrja that served the Yamatai Star
Empire.

Eventually, she was pulled back to the Rabaal System in early YE 33, where the Mishhuvurthyar exploited
Sif obedience to make her a Common Overseer as they would put a small group of soldiers under her
command. She was part in the dark periods of the Battle of Yamatai. Sif manage to destroy Mezerit with
her troops and successfully pulled out. In YE 34, the YSS Yamatai entered with the First Expeditionary
Fleet into the system to bring the war to an end. Sif was part of the space force to enter the Yamatai and
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take most of their enemy down, escaping the vessel just in time as it got destroyed. With the war now
lost, she managed to escape on the NMX The Primeval, a small and damage NMX Scout.

For years, Sif fled the system by system when being hunt down by the Star Army of Yamatai and in a
final effort she and her broken crew managed to taken down the enemy. Yet with the result of crashing
down onto UX-27 System on Takara.

Service Record
Dates Position Rank
YE 31 NMX Heavy Armor Operator Common Fighter
YE 32 NMX Heavy Armor Operator Superior Fighter
YE 33 NMX Heavy Armor Operator Master Fighter
YE 33 NMX Starship Operator Common Overseer
YE 34 NMX Starship Operator Common Overseer
YE 35 NMX Starship Operator Superior Overseer
YE 37 NMX Starship Operator Superior Overseer
YE 38 NMX Starship Operator Superior Overseer
YE 40 NMX Starship Operator Master Overseer
YE 42 nmx_commander Master Overseer

Skills Learned

Motoyoshi Kazue has the following notable skills:

Communications: Knowing the basic radio operation and procedures with regards to being able to
make transmissions to and receive from other (non-) military contacts. This she can do with a
normal headset, on a starship or shuttle, and in power armor in both combat and non-combat
situations.

Trade (language): fluent
Yamataigo (邪馬台語): fluent
NMX: Fluent

Fighting: Due to her training in the NMX and in the field, she has learned the hand-to-hand combat,
followed up with endurance training in the field. Learning most programmed combat skills at birth,
she learned a little the Yamatai skill fighting when fighting them.

Art of Torture: Sif is trained in the art of torture and extracting information of great value for
her creators.
Survival: Was mostly programmed into her, but Sif had to learn how to survive on planets
that were in extreme conditions such as cold, heat or weather.

Heavy Armor Operator: Sif has learned how to control the variation of machinery and weapons.
This she has tested out on captured prisoners.
Mathematics: Received basic mathematics program, including up to algebra and trigonometry.
Leadership: She learned by doing in the field, mistakes were corrected by her creators in the form
of disciplinary actions.
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Social Connections

Sif Giheregu is connected to:

Creator: NMX

Inventory & Finance

Military Equipment

NMX Standard Issue

Plots Archive
Plot Status

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/01/21 13:27 using the namespace template.

In the case rawolfe becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO, only Andrew.
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Sif Giheregu
Character Owner Rawolfe
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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